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Abstract 

The world’s population is comprised of, ot only people who 

can see, but also those who cannot see. Rarely, we find 

devices and technological advances that promote the 

accessibility for the visually impaired. Definitely, fully touch 

enabled devices are available today, but their primary focus is 

not making it accessible for the blind people by use of 

advanced GPS technology, Data Connectivity, Gesture 

Recognition and Image Recognition. This paper presents the 

the overall architectural design mobile operating system 

named Eyedroid and the framework of gesture interaction 

system for differently-abled people in a mobile device. 

Gesture input method prototype developed and tested with 

blind users.Basic usability factors such as easiness of 

handling, comfort ability easiness of entering text, words per 

minute were analyzed to measure gestural system 

performance. 
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Introduction 

In this paper section-II to section-VI presents the need for new 

mobile technology that can help in making it easier for the 

blind people to access things. It focuses on development of a 

fully fledged Operation System based on Android specially 

designed only for the visually impaired. Section-IX describes 

the layered architectural design of mobile operating system 

named Eyedroid and section X and section XI shows the 

Braille based gesture framework for entering a text and pilot 

test reports respectively. 

 

 

Need for the Study 
In rarest of the cases, it is observed that modern technological 

advances are made for the accessibility and usability of 

visually impaired. Such technology is either tough to 

implement or very costly. Most of the Mobile Phone 

companies provide phones with overwhelming user interfaces, 

features that may or may not be used by everyone who uses 

the phone. But these high end features and user interface are 

totally useless for people who cannot see. So the need of this 

study gets simplified to building a touch enabled mobile 

phone operating system that doesn’t have any clumsy features 

that make it is difficult to use and without any interface.With 

MultiTap most errors occurred due to difficulties in multi-

tapping, more specifically in finding the right timing to 

navigate between characters of a group. This was particularly 

apparent in the beginning, as some users would tend to not 

time well their taps, resulting in accepting undesired 

characters. Even though most are perfectly accustomed to 

multi-tap on their mobile keypads, some users had difficulty 

adapting this technique to a sensitive touch device. These 

adaptation difficulties were also apparent with the NavTouch 

method. Users would frequently touch/rest their fingers on the 

screen resulting in errors. Some users would also accidently 

fail doing the directional gestures, tapping the screen instead 

of actually doing fling gestures. A concern of some users was 

the difficulty they found in keeping track of the current text, 

as they would tend to get confused or even forget the current 

state of the text as they navigated through the alphabet 

 

 

Objectives 
Taking into consideration the needs of this study, the focus of 

research has been restricted to find methods by which a 

person with visual disability and dump can “Interact” with a 

highly advanced operating system that can help them know 

each and everything in and around them. The word differently 

enabled in our title refers to the person who is physically 

challenged. This paper gives the overall idea of developing 

the system, and as a first step the interaction method is 

developed and presented in this paper. 

 

 

Hypothesis 
Throughout the study, the focus has been made to find each 

and every possibility to allow blindfold interaction with the 

Android phone. To achieve my stated objective, the possible 

hypothesis is to make use of modern Gesture Recognition 

technology [2] to help interaction with the mobile phone 

screen, usage of Camera for image recognition and GPS for 

the location based implementation of features. 

 

 

Scope of Research 
This custom built Android Operating System provides 

properly implemented mechanism and standardized ways to 

interact with the phone. It bridges the gap between vision loss 

and vision power. Blind people do not need to worry about an 

array of factors that highly affect their day to day life and thus 

make it difficult to live their life in a simple manner. 

a) The primary situation where a blind person can 

interact with the system is through gestures. All 

gestures would be planned as per universally known 

standards of Braille based typing [4]. Basic gestures 

means, swiping with the finger on any part of the 

screen or tapping with one or multiple fingers. This 
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would be the key point through which all other 

features of this system would be undertaken for 

development. 

b) Take into consideration a situation where a person 

with vision disability would urgently need to 

communicate with his/her guardian. The system 

would be providing a mechanism that would 

automatically send the current location of the former 

to the latter. 

c) Another scenario, where the blind person wants to 

send an SMS. The Operating System would provide 

an easy gesture based typing facility through which 

the SMS can be typed and send to the receiver 

d) Consider one situation where the blind person 

received a new message. Here the system would 

instantly notify the person about the incoming 

message and would read out the message with use of 

advanced customized text-to-speech facility. 

e) In a situation where, the person wants to make a call, 

there would be a redefined, customizable and 

manipulation capable functionality in the operating 

system that would help to make calls based on the 

same gesture based typing. 

f) The visually impaired person would also be able to 

recognize various real world objects by means of 

Advanced Image Recognition and Augmented 

Reality. Currently the focus of the study will be 

limited to identify currency notes and various other 

simple objects. The system would capture snaps of 

the object through the camera and identify the 

currency note, and give a voice based feedback to the 

user of what the object or note is. 

g) The system would be having advanced GPS enabled 

path tracking mechanisms that would guide the 

person on each place and help him walk or travel 

easily. The system would make use of GPS 

technology to track the current location of the 

concerned person on the map and guide the person to 

his/her destination. 

h) Consider a situation where the person wants to use 

email facility. In such situations, the system would 

enable to write emails to the sender using gesture 

based typing and read out incoming emails. 

i) The system would also focus on patterned vibration 

feedback [1] on each moves and gestures to confirm 

that the action was properly done. 

j) The user would be getting continuous voice based 

support from the mobile phone system for each and 

every activity performed along with the gesture’s 

vibration feedback. 

k) These are basic functionalities and small 

visualization of the actual ideology for the 

development of this mobile phone system. Future 

developments and advances would be focusing on 

more sophisticated error free system that would 

completely fill the gap between vision enabled 

mobile phone usage and the opposite. 

 

 

 

Socio – Economic Benefits 
Modern cell phone hardware are capable of computing at 

really high speeds, available at really cheap prices and 

tremendously customizable. Development of a truly dedicated 

mobile phone operating system would prove to be beneficial 

on both ways. 

a) Social benefits include the invasion of modern 

Android based cell phones into a completely 

untouched section of the society. People without 

vision, would be able to make use of modern mobile 

computing power and features. Interact with the 

smart operating system and benefit from it. 

b) From the economic point of view it can be seen, that 

instead of fully developing a new operating system 

for the blind, from scratch. It would be highly cost 

effective to develop a custom built Android system. 

Android Operating System is open source in nature 

thus it can drastically decrease the cost of 

development of the system for the current study. 

c) EyeDroid promise many benefits to mobile 

communications and people who are travelling on 

long journeys. It could help a travelling individual to 

be in continuous guidance of the operating system 

and advanced technologies. 

 

 

Review of Related Literature 
With the advent of sixth sense technology “gesture 

computing” and the mobile technology makes the blind 

people to have better mobile accessibility. Mobile Usability 

by blind people and favorite gestures of blind people are 

derived [1] as swipe the screen left to right, right to left, top to 

down, From down to top to access different options of mobile. 

Users use the touch screen[2] in different ways such as swipe 

left to right, Using Qwerty keyboard on touch screen, multi 

touch method and Braille typing. But according to our best 

knowledge touch screen supports Braille reading only. But in 

our work we have introduced Braille inputing (writing) 

method. This [3] paper reveals the common mobile tasks 

being used by blind person and the frequency of mobile 

application accessibility. They have designed four touch 

screen gestures to access mobile applications. [4] This 

research expose temporal tactile feedback and Braille coding 

can be used to transmit single-character information. 

 

 

Research Questions 
What is the nature of implementation of the Android based 

Operating System?, What would be the learning curve of the 

system after development?, Is the system extensible to support 

multiple languages?, Would it support OTA updates? 

 

 

Architectural Model 
This section describes the logical representation of the 

architectural model of the operating system that overlays the 

core Linux based Android System and Kernel. Basically, the 

architecture of this system would be to completely modify the 

top most layer of an Android Operating System and lay new 

libraries and a complete framework for the functionalities 
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needed for a blind person. Many of the core libraries would be 

taken use of. Here, the bottom most layer, Linux kernel is the 

core of any Android system. The second layer is a set of 

system libraries and some middle ware that help in 

functioning the hardware buttons and components. Above it is 

the actual core implementation of the Android development 

suite that helps us to implement basic functionalities such as 

touch detection, GPS libraries, RIL libraries etc. And the 

topmost layer would actually be the implementation of all 

core EyeDroid libraries and application framework. 

 

 
Fig.1.Eydroid system 

 

 

A.Technologies to build the system 

Based on the architectural design of the system, the Android 

SDK and NDK would be required as a primary programming 

environment. 

 

B.Hardware requirements for system 

Hardware specification of the system are mentioned in details 

in table no. 1. 

 

TABLE 1. Hardware Specifications 

 

Hardware Details Minimum Reqd. 

Screen size > 3.2 inches 

Multi touch Needed for gestures 

Resolution Minimum 320*480 

Speakers For audio feedback 

Vibration device For haptic feedback 

Accelerometer For motion sensing 

GPS For location services 

Camera At least 5mp 

Hardware buttons To control volumes 

Motion sensor To get shake gestures 

C.Design of User Interaction Module 

The users can interact with the mobile through gesture 

patterns developed based on Bralle key method. This system 

helps kind of users such as visually impaired, vocally 

challenged and dum. The usage of haptic feedback enables 

deaf people also uses mobile phone. At first the basic 

functionalities considered are typing text, getting the feedback 

from the mobile. We introduce the new gesture based Braille 

text typing. The braille keypad consists of six dots for each 

character. The combination of embossed dot and disabled dot 

creates the pattern of one character. Five Gesture patterns are 

considered, based on which combinations of gestures for 

twenty six alphabets are created. The user gives three gesture 

to input one alphabet. The mobile device gives the audio 

feedback of entered character. 

 

i)Four Basic gestures 

• Swipe left to right 

• Swipe right to left 

• Swipe Top to Bottom 

• Swipe Bottom to Top 

• Tap 

 

The mobile screen is divided into two columns and three rows 

that creates six cells. Each cell represent a Braille dot. 

 

Gesture patterns 

Input A 

• Swipe left to Right 

• Tap 

• Tap 

 

Input B 

• Swipe left to right 

• Swipe left to right 

• Tap 

 

Input C 

• Bottom to top 

• Tap 

• Tap 

 

Input D 

• Bottom to top 

• Right to left 

• Tap 

 

Twenty Six gesture patterns developed, and the Audio 

feedback received by the user. When the user follow the Input 

A method, A will be typed, and the user gets the audio 

feedback as “ you typed A”. The Interface design is 

completed, that is the top layer is designed in the architecture 

framework. The gesture input prototype has been designed 

using Android 4.1 and implemented with an Android mobile 

phone. 
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Fig.2-Braille Key 

 

 

ii) Pilot Test 

The gesture input prototype of gesture input method has been 

developed and tested with five fully blind people of age group 

from 20 to 60, Braille known; and the necessary training and 

feedback collected on some of the mobile usability measures 

such as 

a) Easiness of entering text 

b) Adaptability 

c) Comfort ability 

d) Easiness of handling 

e) Occurrence of Error 

f) Rate of interest to use the system 

g) Words per minute 

 

Table 1 depicts the score given by five subjects for various 

usability factors of Eyedroid method. The factors marked with 

* are give high score rate. During the test the subjects felt 

happy about no need to trace the screen for selecting a 

particular character; rather they give the gesture freely 

anywhere in the screen for a particular Braille code for a 

particular character.  

Subjects have more likeliness towards ‘Easiness of entering 

the text’, ’Comfort ability’ (as they use single hand to hold the 

phone as well as to give gesture), ‘Rate of interest to use the 

system’ (as growing phase of touch interaction in the market, 

they are eager to learn and adapt to gesture base interaction 

system), ‘Words per minute’ (as arrive to maximum rate as 

compared with existing methods).Subjects makes lots of error 

when starting to use the system but the error rate gradually 

reduced after little practice. Types of errors committed 

 Miss-gesture 

 wrong gesture–Braille mapping 

 finger miss-positioning on the screen 

 

TABLE.2.Pilot test result 

 

Usability factors P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 

Easiness of entering text* 9 8 10 9 8 

Adaptability 5 4 8 5 6 

Comfort ability* 9 8 9 8 9 

Easiness of handling 5 6 5 6 6 

Occurrence of Error 5 4 8 6 7 

Rate of interest to use the 

system* 

9 10 9 10 9 

Words per minute* 11 12.6 13 11 11 

 

 

Double tap gesture was used for backspace, the characters 

corrected by back space or clear option. Clear option is 

performed by long tap on the screen. When the subject holds 

the mobile on left hand and gesture with index finger of right 

hand reduces miss-gesture type of error and the learning of 

gesture-Braille mapping reduces the mapping type of error. 

Long term training and Eyedroid customization with blind 

people will reduce the error rate drastically. The feedback 

given by the subjects ensures the easiness of use of Eyedroid 

motivates ourselves to do research with the aim of devising a 

full-fledged dedicated touch handheld system for physically 

challenged people. The prototype screen has no layouts, the 

user is free to gesture at any position over the entire screen 

area institutes avoidance of spatial problem. 

 

 

Socio Economic Recommendations 
This section discusses the socio economic requirement for the 

successful development and implementation of the system. 

Acceptance from the end users, viz. The actual blind people 

who face day to day problems in doing the simplest of the 

daily tasks. 
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Fig 3 Gesture input Prototype screen 

 

 

Such a system would be useful only if it is actually being used 

by the visually impaired people and accepted as a daily use 

device. The system would be having all the necessities that are 

needed to communicate, travel, respond to events and various 

other things that modern mobile phones are capable of doing. 

 

 

Conclusion AND Future work 
In this paper the architectural design has been designed and 

the basic functionalities to be provided in the system have 

been stated. In future, the system would be inculcating various 

other sections of development, including the basic mobile 

activities such as messaging, calling mailing, hearing music 

and advanced image recognition for object recognition. The 

system would also provide human face recognition facilities. 

Further improvement would be made to improve localization 

of the language support. 
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